
Introduction

The Mummies ESL Lesson Plan introduces students to the fascinating world of

ancient Egypt, combining history, culture, and language learning. This topic not

only captivates students' interest but also provides a unique opportunity to expand

their vocabulary and comprehension skills. By exploring the concept of

mummification and its significance in ancient Egyptian society, students can gain

valuable insights into both historical practices and modern-day archaeological

discoveries. This lesson plan aims to engage students in an immersive learning

experience while enhancing their language abilities through captivating subject

matter.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Mummification
The process of preserving a body by embalming and wrapping it to prevent

decay, as practiced in ancient Egypt.

Sarcophagus
A stone coffin, often inscribed or decorated, used for the burial of a corpse

in ancient Egypt.

Hieroglyphics
A system of writing using symbols or pictures, especially as used in ancient

Egypt.

Pharaoh A ruler in ancient Egypt.

Afterlife
The life believed to follow death, according to the beliefs of certain cultures

and religions.

Contextual Usage



1. The process of mummification was a sacred ritual in ancient Egypt, ensuring

the preservation of the body for the afterlife.

2. The archaeologists discovered an intricately decorated sarcophagus inside the

tomb.

3. The students were fascinated by the intricate hieroglyphics carved on the walls

of the pyramid.

4. The pharaoh was considered a divine ruler with immense power and authority.

5. Ancient Egyptians believed in an afterlife where they would be reunited with

their loved ones.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the Mummies ESL Lesson Plan, start with an engaging warm-up activity.

Create a "Mummy Wrap" game where students work in pairs. Provide rolls of toilet

paper and ask each pair to choose one student to be the "mummy" and the other to

be the "wrapper." Set a time limit and have the wrappers race against each other to

completely wrap their mummy using the toilet paper. This fun and interactive

activity not only sets the tone for the lesson but also incorporates language

elements such as instructions, teamwork, and descriptive vocabulary related to

mummification.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Mummy Word Search

Provide students with a word search puzzle containing vocabulary related to

mummies, such as "sarcophagus," "embalming," "pharaoh," and "afterlife."

Encourage students to work individually or in pairs to find and circle the words in

the puzzle. After completing the activity, review the words together as a class,

discussing their meanings and relevance to the lesson.



Listening Exercise: Mummy Mysteries Podcast

Play a short podcast or audio clip discussing mummies and ancient Egyptian burial

practices. After listening, divide the class into small groups for a discussion about

the key points they heard. Encourage students to share their thoughts on what they

found most interesting or surprising about mummies based on the podcast.

Roleplay: Ancient Egyptian Funeral Ceremony

Assign roles to students, such as priests, mourners, or family members, and have

them act out an ancient Egyptian funeral ceremony. Provide them with basic scripts

or prompts to guide their dialogue. This hands-on roleplay activity allows students

to immerse themselves in the cultural practices surrounding mummification and

funerary rituals.

Reading and Writing: Diary of an Archaeologist

Ask students to imagine themselves as archaeologists exploring an ancient tomb.

Have them write a diary entry describing their findings, including details about

mummies, artifacts, and hieroglyphics. Encourage creativity while also

incorporating factual information learned during the lesson. Afterward, allow

students to share their diary entries with their peers for a group discussion.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students can choose one of the following tasks to reinforce the

lesson content:

1. Research Project: Ask students to research and write a short report on the

process of mummification in ancient Egypt, including its religious and cultural

significance. They can present their findings in the next class.

2. Creative Writing: Encourage students to write a short story set in ancient Egypt,

incorporating details about mummies, burial rituals, and the afterlife. This allows



them to apply their knowledge while practicing their writing skills.

3. Vocabulary Expansion: Provide a list of additional Egyptian-themed vocabulary

words for students to learn and use in sentences. They can create flashcards or a

vocabulary journal to review in the next lesson.

These homework assignments aim to extend learning beyond the classroom,

allowing students to delve deeper into the topic of mummies while practicing

language skills independently.

Conclusion

Key Points Summary

Throughout this Mummies ESL Lesson Plan, students have delved into the intriguing

world of ancient Egypt, exploring the practices of mummification, burial rituals, and

the significance of mummies in Egyptian culture. They have expanded their

vocabulary with terms such as "sarcophagus," "embalming," and "pharaoh," while

also honing their listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills through engaging

activities.

Reflection and Application

As students reflect on this lesson, they can recognize how learning about mummies

not only enriches their historical knowledge but also enhances their language

development. The exposure to new vocabulary and cultural concepts provides a

unique opportunity to broaden their language skills while gaining insights into

ancient civilizations. By applying these language elements in various activities,

students can strengthen their communication abilities and cultural awareness.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning



Engaging and Educational

The Mummies ESL Lesson Plan offers an engaging and educational experience for

ESL learners. The topic of mummies and ancient Egypt captivates students'

interest, making the learning process more enjoyable and effective.

Cultural Awareness

Studying mummies provides an opportunity for ESL students to gain cultural

awareness and understanding of ancient civilizations. It allows them to explore

historical practices, rituals, and beliefs, broadening their worldview.

Language Development

The lesson plan integrates vocabulary building, listening exercises, roleplay, and

reading/writing activities, offering a comprehensive approach to language

development. Students can enhance their language skills while immersing

themselves in a captivating subject.


